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CREATE A VIBRANT CLUB EXPERIENCE

Support
Engaging Event & Activities
Attracting New Members
Creating a Welcoming, Inclusive Environment
Resources
CLICK
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Resources, Tools, & Data
Training and Facilitation

MEMBERSHIP
SUPPORT

Collaborate on Strategies:
Engagement & Retention
Attraction & Recruitment
Membership/ Club Flexibility
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion
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ENGAGING
EVENTS &
ACTIVITIES
• Talent/ comedy shows,
live music, lip-syncing
contests
• Family-friendly scavenger
hunts
• Adapt service to outdoor
space with drive thru

There are a lot of clubs still coming up with new ways to do social events or service projects to engage at a distance
outside or online. Here are some ideas we’ve seen around the Rotary world:
1. (CLICK) We’ve even heard of clubs hosting talent shows, comedy shows, virtual “live” music, and lip synching
contests to raise money for club projects.
2. (CLICK) The Rotary Clubs of Camrose got together and organized a family friendly scavenger hunt. A list of clues
directed teams or families to locations around their town that had the Rotary wheel.
3. (CLICK) You might have even heard about the Irvine Rotary Club. This is Anabella Bonfa’s club she was hoping to
be here tonight but had a time conflict. Her club altered their annual service project of making blankets for
patients undergoing chemotherapy which used to be at a booth at the 5k fundraiser. With the run being
cancelled, they moved it to a park when people could mask up and stay distanced. They even had a drive thru
for members who didn’t feel safe participating in person to have supplies put in their trunk in order to make
blankets throughout the week.
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Other fun ideas I’ve of heard of are highway clean ups, “bring your own lawnchair” park meet ups, and multi-club hosted
drive-in movies.
Yes, these sort of things take some extra logistics creativity, but it’s worth it to keep your club energized. And engaged club
is more likely an attractive club.
CLICK
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ATTRACTING
NEW MEMBERS
Rotary Club of North Cobb:
• Engagement around new
member’s passion projects
• Hybrid meetings with good tech
set-up
• Multiple projects
• Strong social media presence
• Fun and engaging atmosphere

The Rotary Club of North Cobb has nearly doubled the size of its club in the past 5 years; growing from 33 members
to currently 61. This diverse and energic club has grown because of a process they’ve implemented in their new
member orientation. Every new Rotarian is asked what project/initiative they are passionate about and the club
makes sure they engage in a project or activity relating to it. Those new Rotarians, tell their friends, who in turn
visit and become members
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CREATE A
WELCOMING &
INCLUSIVE
ENVIRONMENT
Rotary Club of Rochester:
• Rewrote their values statement
• Introduced creative meeting
formats
• Relaxed attendance
requirements
• Communicated openly with
members

Like many Rotary clubs in the United States, the Rotary Club of Rochester, Minnesota, struggled with a decline in
meeting attendance and member engagement. Many of their younger working members struggled to balance the
demands of career and family with a desire to serve.
We started with a strategic planning session to improve our club’s public image, increase membership, and boost
member participation and attendance. As a result, they made several changes to become more innovative and
flexible while maintaining our values of service, global reach, community, fun, and friendship.
I highly recommend giving this very brief resource a read. It’s inspiring and might give you some quick tips
to get the ball rolling on changes within your clubs. But what it really comes down to was listening to the
needs and being open to try something different.
CLICK
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Be A Vibrant Club
Surveys

RESOURCES

My Rotary
 Rotary.org/membership
 Rotary.org/flexibility

Hybrid Meeting Guide
coming soon!
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BE A VIBRANT CLUB
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ROTARY CLUB
HEALTH CHECK

MEMBERSHIP
ASSESSMENT TOOLS:
Enhancing the Club Experience

Just like everything in life, our club’s need maintenance. It’s important that your club periodically check the health
of your club, where your members stand on various activities and issues, and then make a plan to act on them.
The Rotary Club Health check is available to help identify your club's problem areas and make changes to help
it stay relevant for members and the community. It takes a look at club experience, service & socials, members,
public image, and operations.
Then, the Member Satisfaction Survey can be tailored to your club and administered at least once per year. You can
give this survey in person or put the questions into a free survey software like Survey Monkey and email it to your
members.
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From there, it’s important to make a plan to ACT on the results you receive. Are you finding that members find
membership too expensive? There are certainly ways to reduce cost.
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MY ROTARY
 Rotary.org/membership
 Rotary.org/flexibility
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QUESTIONS?

Contact Me:
+1-847-866-4480
Julie.Aubry@rotary.org
facebook.com/julie.aubry.rotary
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